
Instructions
During these uncertain times when so many events are being canceled, getting outdoors is a great alternative. 
With this in mind, Pendleton County is offering a fun, healthy activity entitled “Pendleton County Trail Quest”.   
We have some great walking trails in the county and Trail Quest gives you extra incentive to get out and enjoy 
some sun and  scenery.  The Pendleton County Trail Quest challenges you to find invisible waypoints along the 
trail using your phone and a free app called UsynligO.  Just download and install the app, hit the trail, and as you 
find each of the waypoints, your phone will alert you. This will be a great way to enjoy the trail, have a little 
adventure along the way and maybe win a prize. 

1. Download and install the “Usynlig0” app on your smart phone.   Usynlig0 means invisible in Norwegian. 
UsynligO depends on GPS, so after it installs, go to “Settings” and select “ALWAYS” for Usynlig0.  The app 
MUST have access to your location while on the trail.  After you’re finished, simply set the access back to 
“NEVER” in your phone settings. On Android, please make sure you have “Google location accuracy” 
enabled on your phone.  

UsynligO App Icon

2.  Go to UsynligO and log in with “Anonymous login”.  Just click OK when it tells you it will be unable to publish 
results.  We don’t care about that!;)

Click OK

3.  Go to Usynlig0 events.

Choose Trail

4.  Look for “South Fork River Trail” or any trail you are looking for and tap that trail.  You can use the SEARCH 
as well if you know what trail you are looking for.  We have the South Fork River Trail divided into six separate 
Trail Quest sections. You can enter from the Southern Elementary side, go in a northernly direction and select 
the trail lengths of ½ mile, 1 mile or 2 miles.  Or you can enter from the Dam side of the trail, go in a 
southernly direction and select trail lengths of ½ mile, 1 mile, or 2 miles.   
.
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5. There are no physical markers along the trail…your phone will let you know when you have reached a 
marker.  The app will also tell you how far away you are from the trail.  It’s best to go to the trail and then 
hit Start, but you can actually click Start wherever you are if you wish.  

Once you click YES to start, you’ll hear a BEEP BEEP BEEP sound.  This lets you know you are ready to   
begin!

6.  The first thing you will see is a gray circle with a grid and your GPS accuracy.  When you complete the trail, 
the gray area will turn into a letter of the alphabet. 

Circle will reveal a letter when trail is complete

8. You can tap each pin to see what number along the trail it represents.  There is a START pin, marker 
or waypoint pins, and finally a FINISH pin. When you get close to a pin your phone will make a 
sound…this means you just found the marker and checked in at that waypoint!  Continue “checking 
in” until you get back to the FINISH.

WATCH YOUR STEP on the trail!;)  Be safe…Just occasionally look at your phone to see where you  
are in reference to the pins.  

We tried to make the check points at Areas of Interest. Look around and see why we picked that  
spot for a check point!  Maybe it’s a bridge, or a certain type of tree with a sign or just a pretty 
area. Enjoy the view and the experience!

BACK arrow
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9. Continue until you reach the FINISH pin.. your phone will make a happy music sound!  
Click BACK arrow  (should be the upper left hand corner) to see the gray grid area has 
now filled in with a letter.  

Text the letter that appears in the gray area and your name to 
859-545-0905 OR private message at facebook.com/pendletoncounty to be entered into 
a drawing that will take place on Saturday, August 1st. 

Click Yes

Click “Where am I?”

7.  Click “Where am I?”. 
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A letter will be revealed after the trail is completed

There are various Trail Quest courses on the South Fork River Trail. The more miles you walk, the more chances you have to 
win! See the app for exactly where the trails begin.  You’ll get one chance at the drawing for each half-mile trail you 

complete. In other words, the longer the trail you walk, the more chances you have to win. 
Call or text (859) 545-0905 with questions or for support!  View the video of these instructions here:  

https://bit.ly/pendletontrailquest
Scan for website 
updates & video

http://www.facebook.com/pendletoncounty
https://bit.ly/pendletontrailquest
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